
Week 2 Video 1 Pre Talk 1 

Hi, nice to see you here again. Remember last week I talked about the importance of a 
pre-talk. Well, this is, you might think, “Oh I'm just going to bypass the pre-talk.”  

Well, let me just share with you an experience that one of my recent grads had. He 
called up and he said, “I did a whole hypnosis session with this client and he opened his 
eyes and said, ‘I don’t think I was in hypnosis.’” and I laughed and I said, “Well, did you 
do the pre-talk?” He said, “Yeah…Oh…” He said, “I forgot to mention to him some of the 
things he might feel while he was in hypnosis. I said, “That’s alright. It’s no problem. 
How did he do? How did he feel? Did he notice that a lot of time passed by or a small 
amount of time passed by? And he said, “Yeah, he thought it was only about five 
minutes when in fact it was half an hour.” I said, “Good. You did fine then. It’s no 
problem to miss something.”  

Remember, there’s a motto in our office that “There is no failure, only feedback, only 
information.” 

So I wanted to share with you some of the things that many clients experience while 
they’re in hypnosis.  

When a client is in hypnosis, they may experience a feeling of heaviness as if they're 
kind of sinking into the soft cushions of the chair. They might even have a feeling of 
lightness as if they're drifting or floating above the chair. Some people they find their 
salivary glands dry up and they have the need to swallow. Some others, when you 
notice as you're watching them as go into hypnosis, their eyelids kind of flicker or flutter 
and that’s totally normal. Some other people get a feeling kind of like pins and needles 
or a numbness in their fingers or even their feet. And some other people get something 
that we call a feeling of sensory distortion. They're not aware of their arms or legs or 
they may feel like just don’t even notice their arms or legs and that’s totally normal too. 

Other things that happen in hypnosis are that the body physically starts to relax, and in 
fact, as you're doing your hypnosis with your client, you're going to be watching your 
client’s face to notice how the muscles in the face change. With most clients, you're 
going to notice that their mouth will drop a little bit and they begin to look almost as if 
they're going to that nice gentle sleep mode but watching as those muscles relax is 
really important. It’s a clue and a cue for you that they're going into hypnosis. 



I have to share this with you just in case you come across this situation. I had a woman 
client and she was about 55 years old and she was here to see me for public speaking. 
It was her first session and I explained the whole pre-talk, did everything, and she had 
her eyes closed and I was doing the induction part of the hypnosis that you're going to 
be getting later on. But I'm watching her face, it’s important for us to notice as they 
continue to relax what’s going on. 

Well, when you go into sleep, your mouth kind of drops a little bit like this or your mouth 
maybe open but you can see the slack muscles and how they're relaxing in the face. 

Well, here she is in hypnosis, I had finished the induction and she’s like this and I kept 
going on and she never relaxed her face, not once. She’s just like this and I'm looking at 
her and I'm looking at her and I asked her a question and she spoke slowly in response 
so I knew that she must be in hypnosis but there’s that smile on her face. So, we 
finished the session, she opened her eyes, she said she felt wonderful and I forgot 
about the whole thing until the next week when she came back and the same darn thing 
happened. Her mouth was like stuck in a place just like that. 

Well, I have to tell you, it wasn’t until the third session that I finally figured it out, that she 
had had so much plastic surgery that that was her face whether she was asleep or 
whether she was resting or when she was awake. It took me that long to figure it out! 

So notice that there are always exceptions to these rules. 

Another thing that clients sometimes experience when they're in hypnosis is, they notice 
in the beginning of the hypnosis session as you're doing the induction, they may notice 
their thoughts coming in and out. It’s important to let them know that it’s okay to notice 
these thoughts and the way I do it is by saying, “By the way Ms Client, you might notice 
you have thoughts coming in and out, thinking of things that you want to do on the way 
home or even wondering what you're doing here in a hypnotist office and that’s fine, just 
simply let those thoughts kind of flow in and out. All the important ones will be there 
when you need them.” 

Another thing that clients sometimes notice is, as you're talking, they're sitting there and 
they may realize that they didn’t hear the last few sentences or the last few words. They 
may even notice your voice kind of comes in waves. Let them know in advance that this 
is totally normal and that their subconscious mind is here and hears and records 
everything. 



Now you might be asking, “Why do we have to tell our clients all of this stuff?” Well, 
there’s a reason. When a client’s in hypnosis, we’re bypassing that analytical part of 
their conscious mind. Remember, when they're in hypnosis, their body relaxes, their 
mind relaxes, that opens the window to the subconscious. 

Well, the analytical conscious mind is the questioning part of the mind, so if a client is in 
that relaxed state of hypnosis and has a question like, “Oh, I'm experiencing this 
heaviness, is there something wrong?” That’s going to bring the client slowly up from 
hypnosis. We want to keep them there in a nice comfortable state so we want to 
eliminate any potential questions or concerns they might have. By sharing all this 
advance, we’ve covered it all, the client will stay in hypnosis and it makes for a much 
more efficient session. 

Back to the pre-talk again.  

As I mentioned last time, we used the pre-talk just on the first session.  

No reason to ever repeat it. It’s there because we really want our client to feel totally 
comfortable and confident with going into hypnosis and the pre-talk will dispel their fears 
and we also add in all this other stuff. 

By the way, you don’t have to worry about writing this down. All this stuff is going to be 
coming together for you and you're going to know exactly what to say and when. 
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